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Abstract
The 2-adic ring C˚-algebra Q2 naturally contains a copy of the Cuntz algebra O2 and,
a fortiori, also of its diagonal subalgebra D2 with Cantor spectrum. This paper is aimed at
studying the group AutD2pQ2q of the automorphisms of Q2 fixing D2 pointwise. It turns
out that any such automorphism leaves O2 globally invariant. Furthermore, the subgroup
AutD2pQ2q is shown to be maximal abelian in AutpQ2q. Saying exactly what the group is
amounts to understanding when an automorphism of O2 that fixes D2 pointwise extends to
Q2. A complete answer is given for all localized automorphisms: these will extend if and only
if they are the composition of a localized inner automorphism with a gauge automorphism.
1 Introduction
As soon as the Cuntz algebras were introduced in [11], it was quickly realized that studying their
endomorphisms and automorphisms would initiate a fruitful research season. The forecast could
not possibly be more accurate, for after nearly forty years they continue to be a major topic and
a source of inspiration, as demonstrated by the recent literature that has been accumulating at an
impressive rate, see e.g. [9, 6, 8, 7, 2, 4, 3, 5]. Motivated by these works, we found it natural to
ask ourselves whether such a case study would also provide the right tools to analyze the endo-
morphisms and automorphisms of other classes of C˚-algebras, notably those recently associated
with rings, fields and other algebraic objects. In fact, this was one of the main reasons why in
[1] we started an investigation of the group AutpQ2q of unital ˚-preserving automorphisms of the
so-called dyadic ring C˚-algebra of the integers Q2, a known C
˚-algebra (see e.g. [15] and the
references therein) associated to the semidirect product semigroup
Z¸ t1, 2, 22, 23, . . .u
that contains a copy of the Cuntz algebra O2 in a canonical way. Inter alia, it was proved in [1]
the useful fact that the canonical diagonal D2 maintains the property of being a maximal abelian
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subalgebra (MASA) in Q2 also. Actually, more is known, for D2 is even a Cartan subalgebra
of both O2 and Q2 [13, Prop. 4.3]. The study there initiated is further developed in the present
paper. In particular, our main focus is here on the structure of the set of those automorphisms of
Q2 leaving the diagonal MASAD2 pointwise fixed, which will always be denoted by AutD2pQ2q.
Rather interestingly, this group turns out to be a maximal abelian subgroup ofAutpQ2q. Moreover,
we show that any of its elements restricts to an automorphism of O2 and it is indeed the unique
extension of its restriction. It immediately follows from the analysis carried out in [10] that such
restrictions are automorphisms of O2 induced by unitaries in D2, henceforth referred to as diag-
onal automorphisms for short. The results here obtained lend further support to the idea, already
expressed in [1], that the group of automorphisms of Q2 is, in a sense, considerably smaller than
that of O2, thus making it reasonable to ask the challenging question whether this group may be
computed explicitly up to inner automorphisms. Indeed, we show that any extendible localized
diagonal automorphism of O2 is necessarily the product of a gauge automorphism and a localized
inner diagonal automorphism. The general case is still out of the reach of the techniques used in
this paper instead. Even so, we do spot a necessary and sufficient condition for a diagonal auto-
morphism to extend. Despite all our efforts to exploit the condition, to date this has not aided us
in deciding whether the only extendible diagonal automorphisms of O2 are products of gauge and
inner diagonal automorphisms. It is quite possible that the answer to this problem will also require
to delve further into the fine ergodic properties of the odometer map.
2 Preliminaries and notations
We recall the basic definitions and properties of the 2-adic ring C˚-algebra so as to make the
reading of the present paper suitable for a broader, not necessarily specialized, audience. This
is the universal C˚-algebra Q2 generated by an isometry S2 and a unitary U such that S2S
˚
2
`
US2S
˚
2
U˚ “ 1 and S2U “ U
2S2. A very informative account of its most relevant properties is
given in [15] as well as in our former work [1]. As far as the purposes of this work are concerned,
it is important to mention that the Cuntz algebra O2, i.e. the universal C
˚-algebra generated by
two isometries X1 and X2 such that X1X
˚
1 ` X2X
˚
2 “ 1, can be thought of as a subalgebra of
Q2 via the injective unital ˚-homomorphism that sends X1 to US2 and X2 to S2. As of now this
˚-homomorphism will always be understood without explicit mention, therefore we simply write
O2 Ă Q2 to refer to the copy of O2 embedded in Q2 in this way. The 2-adic ring C
˚-algebra is
actually a kind of a more symmetric version of O2, in which the Cuntz isometries S1 and S2 are
now intertwined by the unitary U , to wit S2U “ US1. This circumstance introduces a higher de-
gree of rigidity, which is ultimately responsible for a shortage of outer automorphisms. Although
not completely computed, the group OutpQ2q is nevertheless closely looked over in [1], where
it is shown to be considerably smaller than OutpO2q, while being still uncountable and noncom-
mutative. To get a better idea of to what extent the former group is smaller than the latter, it is
worthwhile to point up that endomorphisms or automorphisms of O2 will not in general extend to
Q2, as widely discussed in [1]. Among those that do extend there are the canonical endomorphism,
the gauge automorphisms and the flip-flop. Of these only the first two will play an important role
in this work. In particular, the gauge automorphisms will actually play an overriding role, which
means they need a bit more exhaustive introduction.
On O2 these are the automorphisms αθ acting on each isometry simply multiplying it by e
iθ, i.e.
αθpSiq “ e
iθSi for i “ 1, 2, where θ is any real number. The action of the one-dimensional torus
T on O2 provided by the gauge automorphisms enables us to speak of the gauge invariant subalge-
bra F2 Ă O2, which is by definition the C
˚-subalgebra whose elements are fixed by all the αθ’s. It
is well known that F2 is the UHF algebra of type 2
8. Now the gauge automorphisms are immedi-
ately seen to extend to automorphisms Ăαθ of the whole Q2 withĂαθpUq “ U . Less obviously, eachĂαθ is an outer automorphism when it is not trivial, which is proved in [1]. Furthermore, the ex-
2
tended gauge automorphisms allow us to consider the gauge invariant subalgebra of Q2, which we
denote by QT
2
. Among other things, QT
2
is known to be a Bunce-Deddens algebra. It is not particu-
larly hard to prove that QT
2
can also be described as the C˚-subalgebra of Q2 generated from either
F2 or D2 and U , where D2 Ă F2 is a notable commutative subalgebra of the Cuntz algebra O2.
Commonly referred to as the diagonal subalgebra, D2 is in fact the subalgebra generated by the di-
agonal projections Pα
.
“ SαS
˚
α, where for any multi-index α “ pα1, α2, . . . , αkq P
Ť
nt1, 2u
n the
isometry Sα is the product Sα1Sα2 . . . Sαk . The multi-index notation is rather convenient when
making computations in Cuntz algebras and will be used extensively throughout the paper. In
particular, we need to recall that |α| is the length of the multi-index α. By definition, the diago-
nal D2 is also the inductive limit of the increasing sequence of the finite-dimensional subalgebras
Dk2 Ă D
k`1
2
Ă D2 given by D
k
2
.
“ spantPα : |α| “ ku, k P N. That D2 is quite a remarkable
subalgebra is then seen at the level of its spectrum, for the latter is the Cantor set K , of which
many a concrete topological realization is known. However, in what follows we shall always think
of it as the Tychonov infinite product t1, 2uN .
Not of less importance is the canonical endomorphism ϕ P EndpO2q, which is defined on each
element x P O2 as ϕpxq “ S1xS
˚
1 ` S2xS
˚
2 . By its very definition it clearly extends to Q2, on
which it still acts as a strongly ergodic map, namely
Ş
n ϕ
npQ2q “ C1, as shown in [1]. The
intertwining rules Six “ ϕpxqSi for any x P Q2 with i “ 1, 2 still hold true. In addition, the
canonical endomorphism preserves the diagonal D2, acting on its spectrum as the usual shift map
on t1, 2uN.
To complete the description of our framework we still need to single out a distinguished repre-
sentation of Q2 among the many, namely the so-called canonical representation [15]. This is the
representation in which S2 and U are concrete operators acting on the Hilbert space ℓ2pZq as
S2ek “ e2k and Uek “ ek`1, for every k P Z, where tek : k P Zu is the canonical basis of ℓ2pZq.
Finally, in this representation D2 can be seen as a norm-closed subalgebra of ℓ8pZq, the diagonal
operators with respect to the canonical basis. For any d P ℓ8pZq we denote by dpkq its kth diag-
onal entries, that is dpkq
.
“ pek, dekq, k P Z. It is obvious that AdpUq leaves ℓ8pZq invariant. It
is slightly less obvious that it also leaves D2 globally invariant. Moreover, the spectrum of D2 is
acted on by AdpUq through the homeomorphism given by the so-called odometer on the Cantor
set, which is known to be a uniquely ergodic map, see [12]. Finally, the action of AdpUq onD2 is
compatible with its inductive-limit structure, i.e. AdpUqpDk2q “ D
k
2 for every k P N.
3 General structure results on AutD2pQ2q
Given an inclusion of C˚-algebras A Ď B, we shall denote by AutpB,Aq the group of those
automorphisms of B leaving A globally invariant, and by AutApBq the group of those fixing A
pointwise. Both endomorphisms and automorphism are tacitly assumed to be unital whenever
our C˚-algebras are unital, as D2 and Q2 are. Having a general content, the following result
may possibly be known, cf. [10] for instance. Because we have no explicit reference, a precise
statement is nevertheless included along with its proof. To state it as clearly as possible, however,
we still need to set some notations. In particular, we recall that if H is any subgroup of a group
G, its normalizer is the largest subgroup NHpGq in which H is contained as a normal subgroup.
More explicitly, NHpGq can be identified with the set of those g P G such that gHg
´1 “ H .
Finally, if S is any subset of AutpBq, we denote by BS the sub-C˚-algebra of B whose elements
are fixed by all automorphisms of S. Here follows the result.
Proposition 3.1. Let A Ď B be a unital inclusion of C˚-algebras. Then
1. AutpB,Aq Ď NAutApBqpAutpBqq;
2. If BAutApBq “ A one has AutpB,Aq “ NAutApBqpAutpBqq;
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3. If A is a MASA in B, then BAutApBq “ A and AutpB,Aq “ NAutApBqpAutpBqq.
Proof. For the first property, let γ P AutpB,Aq and β P AutApBq. Since γ ˝ β ˝ γ
´1paq “
a for all a P A, we get that γ belongs to NAutApBqpAutpBqq. For the second, consider γ P
NAutApBqpAutpBqq and β P AutApBq. We have that γ ˝ β ˝ γ
´1paq “ a for all a P A, hence
β ˝ γ´1paq “ γ´1paq. This means that γ´1paq P BAutApBq which is by hypothesis equal to
A, thus γ P AutpB,Aq. Finally, for the third we observe that any u P UpAq gives rise to an
element of AutApBq, namely Adpuq. This means that for any x P B
AutApBq we have uxu˚ “ x.
Since A is a MASA, then x P A and the second property in turn implies that AutpB,Aq “
NAutApBqpAutpBqq. ˝
By applying the former result to the inclusion D2 Ă Q2, the set equality Q
AutD2
pQ2q
2
“ D2 is
immediately got to. NowAutD2pQ2q contains both tĂαθ | θ P Ru and tAdpuq, u P UpD2qu, whereĂαθ is the unique extension to Q2 of the gauge automorphism αθ P AutpO2q, see [1]. Furthermore,
the intersection AutD2pQ2q
Ş
InnpQ2q is easily seen to reduce to tAdpuq, u P UpD2qu thanks to
maximality of D2 again. Since D2 is globally invariant under AdpUq, for any α P AutD2pQ2q we
have
αpUdU˚q “ UdU˚ “ αpUqdαpUq˚ for all d P D2
that is U˚αpUq commutes with every d P UpD2q and therefore by maximality U
˚αpUq “ dα for
some dα P UpD2q, which we rewrite as
αpUq “ Udα
It is also clear that
α´1pUq “ Ud˚α
To take but one example, when α is an inner automorphism, say Adpuq for some u in UpD2q,
the corresponding dAdpuq is nothing but U
˚uUu˚. More importantly, the map α ÞÑ dα is easily
recognized to be a group homomorphism between AutD2pQ2q and UpD2q. Moreover, its kernel
coincides with Aut
QT
2
pQ2q, cf. Proposition 3.4. Our next goal is to show that the Cuntz-Takesaki
unitary uα
.
“ αpS1qS
˚
1 ` αpS2qS
˚
2 belongs to D2 as well.
Proposition 3.2. Let α be in AutD2pQ2q. Then the corresponding unitary uα lies in D2.
Proof. First we observe that αpSiq “ uαSi for i “ 1, 2. By maximality of D2 Ă Q2, it is enough
to prove that uα commutes with the generating projections Pi1i2...ik ofD2. This can be easily seen
by induction on k, as done by Cuntz for O2. The case of length one reduces to the computation
Pi “ αpPiq “ αpSiS
˚
i q “ uαSiS
˚
i u
˚
α “ uαPiu
˚
α. The case of lenght two entails the computation
Pij “ αpPijq “ αpSiSjS
˚
j S
˚
i q “ uαSipuαSjS
˚
j u
˚
αqS
˚
i u
˚
α “ uαSiSjS
˚
j S
˚
i u
˚
α “ uαPiju
˚
α. It is
now clear how to go on. ˝
The following result can be derived at once from the foregoing proposition. In this respect, it
is worth recalling the fact, proved in [10], that there exists an explicit group isomorphism between
UpD2q and AutD2pO2q given by d ÞÑ λd, where λdpSiq “ dSi, i “ 1, 2, already showing the
abelianness of AutD2pO2q.
Corollary 3.3. Any α P AutD2pQ2q restricts to an automorphism of the Cuntz algebra O2 fixing
pointwise the diagonal D2 and it is the unique extension of such restriction. In particular, the
group AutD2pQ2q is abelian.
Proof. It is clear from the previous proposition that αpSiq P O2 for i “ 1, 2, so that αpO2q Ď
O2. Now, u
˚
αSi P O2 and αpu
˚
αSiq “ u
˚
ααpSiq “ u
˚
αuαSi “ Si, i “ 1, 2, thus showing that
indeed αpO2q “ O2. We conclude that α is an extension to Q2 of its restriction to O2, and the
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statement about uniqueness follows at once from the rigidity result, proved in [1, Sect. 4], that two
automorphisms of Q2, coinciding on O2, must be the same. For the last claim, if αi P AutD2pQ2q,
i “ 1, 2, we compute α1pα2pUqq “ α1pUdα2q “ Udα1dα2 “ Udα2dα1 “ α2pα1pUqq and,
similarly, α1pα2pS2qq “ α1puα2pS2qq “ uα2uα1S2 “ α2pα1pS2qq. The conclusion readily
follows. ˝
Every element in AutD2pQ2q can thus be written as the unique extension of an element λd P
AutD2pO2q, for some d P UpD2q. We denote such extension as
Ăλd. However, one should not
expect all automorphisms λd with d P UpD2q to extend to Q2. Denoting by rUpD2q the set of all
d P UpD2q such that λd is extendible to an automorphism of Q2, it is then easy to deduce from the
above discussion that rUpD2q is a actually a group (a subgroup of UpD2q) and there exists a group
isomorphism between rUpD2q and AutD2pQ2q given by d ÞÑ Ăλd. Thus far we have seen that any
α P AutD2pQ2q acts on U as αpUq “ Udα for some dα P D2. Now it is also possible to rewrite
this relation in the form αpUq “ dˇαU , where dˇα is simply given by UdαU
˚ and is still a unitary
of D2. As α “ Ăλd, we can simply write dˇ instead of dˇα “ dˇĂλd for d P rUpD2q. For the same
reason as above, the map d ÞÑ dˇ is a group homomorphism from rUpD2q to UpD2q. In fact, this
map will turn out to be vital in the next sections. Contrary to what one might expect, though, it has
proved to be a difficult task to establish a priori whether it is norm continuous, possibly because
determining its domain rUpD2q is just another way to recast our main problem. Nevertheless, its
kernel can be described quite explicitly.
Proposition 3.4. The kernel of the map d ÞÑ dˇ (defined on rUpD2q) is the subgroup of the gauge
automorphisms. Actually, one has
Aut
QT
2
pQ2q “ AutF2pQ2q “ tĂαθ : θ P Ru .
Proof. Clearly the condition dˇ “ 1 is the same as ĂλdpUq “ U . Since QT2 coincides with
C˚pU,D2q, see e.g. [1, Sect. 2], it means that Ăλd P AutQT
2
pQ2q so that λd P AutOT
2
pO2q. The
conclusion now readily follows from the fact that the automorphisms of O2 fixing the canonical
UHF subalgebra F2 “ O
T
2 pointwise are precisely the gauge automorphisms, as proved by Cuntz
in [10]. ˝
In particular, the restriction map AutD2pQ2q Q λ Ñ λ æO2P AutD2pO2q induces a group
embedding which allows us to think of the fomer group as a subgroup of the latter. Therefore,
as of now we will simply write AutD2pQ2q Ă AutD2pO2q to mean that. Of course the inclusion
is proper. In other words, not all the automorphisms of O2 that leave the diagonal D2 glob-
ally invariant will extend. As a matter of fact, very few automorphisms can be extended. Al-
though we do not have a general explicit description of all extendible automorphisms yet, we do
have a complete description for a particular class of automorphisms. This is just the subgroup
AutD2pO2qloc of those localized automorphisms we mentioned above in passing. Actually, the
terminology comes from Quantum Field Theory. Roughly speaking, an automorphism is local-
ized when it preserves the union of the matrix subalgebras. More precisely, an automorphism
λu P AutpOnq is said to be localized when the corresponding unitary u P UpOnq belongs to the
algebraic dense subalgebra
Ť
k F
n
k Ă On, where F
n
k is generated by the elements of the form SαS
˚
β
with α, β P t1, . . . , nuk. Furthermore, the inclusion AutD2pQ2q Ă AutD2pO2q allows us to de-
fine a subgroup AutD2pQ2qloc as the intersection AutD2pQ2q
Ş
AutpO2qloc. As maintained in the
abstract, we will prove that AutD2pQ2qloc is so small that the sole localized automorphisms fixing
D2 that extend are the composition of a localized inner automorphism with a gauge automorphism.
Before going on with our discussion, we would like to point out a remark for the sake of
completeness.
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Remark 3.5. Let d P UpD2q and consider the associated automorphism λd of O2. If λd extends
to an endomorphism λ of Q2, then λ is actually an automorphism, i.e. d P rUpD2q and λ “ Ăλd.
Indeed, λpQ2q contains λdpO2q “ O2. Moreover, λpUq “ d˜U for a suitable d˜ P UpD2q (same
argument as for automorphisms), so that λpd˜˚Uq “ d˜˚d˜U “ U . All in all, the extension is nothing
butĂλd (and d˜ “ dˇ).
Going back toAutD2pQ2q, we have shown it is abelian, but we want to improve our knowledge
by proving it is also maximal abelian in AutpQ2q, in a way that closely resembles what happens
for the Cuntz algebra O2 [10]. Here follows the proof.
Theorem 3.6. The subgroup AutD2pQ2q is maximal abelian in AutpQ2q.
Proof. Letα be an automorphism ofQ2 that commutes withAutD2pQ2q. In particular rα,Adpuqs “
0 for every u P UpD2q, to wit Adpαpuqq “ Adpuq. As the center of Q2 is trivial, we see that
αpuq “ χpuqu for every u P UpD2q, where χ is a character of the group UpD2q. Our result
will be proved once we show χpuq “ 1 for every u P UpD2q. To this aim, note that the equality
αpuq “ χpuqu says that D2 is at least globally invariant under the action of α. With a slight abuse
of notation, we still denote by α the restriction of α to D2 – CpKq, where K is the Cantor set.
Let Φ P HomeopKq such that αpfq “ f ˝ Φ for every f P CpKq. The identity obtained above is
then recast in terms of Φ as f ˝Φ “ χpfqf for every f P CpK,Tq. We claim that χpUpD2qq Ă T
is at most countable. If so, the theorem can now be easily inferred. Indeed, if Φ is not the identity
map, then there exists x P K such that Φpxq ‰ x. Then pick a function f P CpK,Tq such that
fpxq “ 1 and fpΦpxqq “ eiθ . The equality f ˝ Φ “ χpfqf evaluated at x gives χpfq “ eiθ,
that is χ is onto T. To really achieve the result we are thus left with the task of proving the claim.
This should be quite a standard fact from ergodic theory. However, we do give a complete proof.
If µ is any Borel Φ-invariant measure on K , we can consider the Hilbert space L2pK,µq, which
is separable because K is metrizable, and the Koopman unitary operator Uφ associated with Φ,
whose action is simply given by UΦpfq “ f ˝ Φ a.e. for every f P L
2pKq. As eigenfunctions
of UΦ associated with different eigenvalues are orthogonal and χpfq is an eigenvalue for every
f P CpK,Tq, we see that tχpfq : f P CpK,Tqu is a countable set by virtue of separability. ˝
Remark 3.7. We can also provide an alternative argument for the above result, proving more
directly that αpPβq “ Pβ for all the multi-indeces β. First of all we observe that the relation
αpdq “ χpdqd implies that the spectrum of the unitary d is invariant under the rotation of χpdq.
We begin with the case of P1. Consider the unitary d1 “ P1 ` e
i2piθP2 with θ ‰ ˘1. On the
one hand, we know that αpd1q “ χpd1qd1. On the other hand, since the spectrum of d1 is not
invariant under non-trivial rotations, we find that χpd1q must be 1. The same reasoning applies
to the unitary rd1 “ P1 ´ eiθP2 too, and so we get the equality χprd1q “ 1, hence αpP1q “
α
´
d1` rd1
2
¯
“ P1. We now deal with the general case of a Pβ with β being a multi-index of length
k in much the same way. Consider the two unitary operators dβ “
ř
|γ|“k,γ‰β e
iθPγ ` Pβ and
d˜β “ ´
ř
|γ|“k,γ‰β e
iθPγ ` Pβ . By the same argument as above we still find both αpdβq “ dβ
and αprdβq “ rdβ , and thus αpPβq “ α´dβ`d˜β2 ¯ “ Pβ and we are done.
4 Necessary and sufficient conditions for extendability
Thanks to the results achieved in the last section, giving a complete non-tautological description of
AutD2pQ2q entails studying those unitaries d P UpD2q for which the corresponding λd P AutpO2q
may be extended to Q2. This section is mainly concerned with problems of this sort. When an
automorphism λd extends, we will say every so often that the corresponding d is extendible itself.
This is undoubtedly a slight abuse of terminology, but it aids brevity. Here follows our first result.
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Lemma 4.1. Let d be in UpD2q. Then λd P AutpO2q extends to an endomorphism of Q2 if and
only if there exists a d˜ in UpD2q such that
d˜UdS1 “ dS2d˜U (1)
d˜UdS2 “ dS1 (2)
Moreover, such an extension is automatically an automorphism whenever it exists, i.e. d P rUpD2q,
and d˜ “ dˇ.
Proof. If λd extends, then the two equalities in the statement are easily verified with d˜ “ dˇ if
one applies its extension Ăλd (cf. Remark 3.5) to US1 “ S2U and US2 “ S1 respectively also
taking into account that ĂλdpUq “ dˇU . The converse is dealt with analogously by noting that the
pair (d˜U, dS2q in Q2 still satisfies the defining relations of Q2 and therefore, by universality, there
exists an endomorphism λ of Q2 such that λpS2q “ dS2 and λpUq “ d˜U . But then, λpS1q “
λpUS2q “ d˜UdS2 “ dS1 by Eq. (2), so that λ extends λd. ˝
At this point, the reader may be wondering whether it ever happens that d “ dˇ. In fact, it turns
out that this is never the case unless d “ 1, namely we have the following result.
Proposition 4.2. The unitary d “ 1 is the unique fixed point of the map rUpD2q Q d ÞÑ dˇ P UpD2q.
Proof. If we work in the canonical representation, we simply need to show that dpkq “ 1 for every
k P Z. We first handle the even entries. Formula (2) becomes dUdS2 “ dS1, which in turn gives
dS2 “ U
˚S1 “ S2 .
Now by computing the above equality on the vectors of the canonical basis of ℓ2pZq we get
dp2kq “ 1 for all k P Z. As for the odd entries, Formula (1) leads to dUdS1 “ dS2dU , which
yields dp2k` 1q “ dpk` 1q for all k P Z. This in turn says all odd entries of d are 1 as well, apart
from dp1q, which is in fact not determined by this condition. However, it cannot be different from
1, for otherwise d would not even belong toD2. ˝
Although more focused on the Cuntz algebra O2, the next useful result is included all the
same. In fact, we do believe that it may shed some light on applications yet to come. Recall that
if d, d1 P UpD2q, then Adpd
1q ˝ λd “ λd1dϕpd1q˚ . In particular, taking d
1 “ d˚ we get that λd is
extendible if and only if λϕpdq is extendible.
Proposition 4.3. Let λd P AutpO2q be an extendible automorphism. Then either λd is a gauge
automorphism or λdUd˚U˚ is outer.
Proof. First of all we prove that
~ϕpdqS1 “ S1 . (3)
To this aim, rewrite Formula (2) as dˇUdS2 “ dˇUdU
˚S1 “ dS1. Then, by using the identity­dϕpdq˚ “ dUd˚U˚ and the multiplicativity of the map ˇ one finds
dˇS1 “ dUd
˚U˚S1 “ ­dϕpdq˚S1 “ dˇ­ϕpdq˚S1 (4)
whence the claim. Likewise, Formula (1) yields dˇUdS1 “ dˇUdU
˚S2U “ dS2dˇU “ dϕpdˇqS2U
and thus dˇUdU˚S2 “ dϕpdˇqS2, that is
dˇd˚UdU˚ϕpdˇ˚qS2 “ S2 . (5)
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The former equality actually shows that the automorphism Adpdˇ˚q ˝ λdUd˚U˚ fixes S2, i.e.
Adpdˇ˚q ˝ λdUd˚U˚rS2s “ S2. By [16, Corollary B], then either Adpdˇ
˚q ˝ λdUd˚U˚ is the identity
or Adpdˇ˚q ˝ λdUd˚U˚ is an outer automorphism of O2. In the first case dˇϕpdˇq
˚ “ dUd˚U˚ “­dϕpdq˚ “ dˇ~ϕpdq˚, hence
ϕpdˇq “~ϕpdq .
By applying the last equality to (3) we get
S1 “~ϕpdqS1 “ ϕpdˇqS1 “ S1dˇ
which proves that dˇ “ 1, thus λd is a gauge automorphism by Proposition 3.4. In the second case,
clearly λdUd˚U˚ is an outer automorphism of O2. ˝
At any rate, a first application can be given at once.
Corollary 4.4. If λd, d P UpD2q is a non-trivial inner automorphism of O2, then λUdU˚ is outer.
We can now resume to our general discussion. With this in mind, we start by spotting a useful
necessary condition on d for the corresponding λd to extend.
Proposition 4.5. Let d be a unitary in D2. If λd extends to Q2, then dp0q “ dp´1q.
Proof. Owing to the extendability of λd the isometries dS1 “ λdpS1q and dS2 “ λdpS2q are
still intertwined, i.e. they are unitarily equivalent. In particular, their point spectra must coincide.
Now the equalities σppdS1q “ tdp´1qu and σppdS2q “ tdp0qu are both easily checked, hence the
thesis follows. ˝
It goes without saying that the condition is only necessary. Even so, it does have the merit
of highlighting a property of which we will have to make an extensive use. Therefore, unless
otherwise stated, our unitaries d P UpD2q will always satisfy the condition
dp0q “ dp´1q .
In addition, there is no lack of generality if we further assume that both dp0q and dp´1q equal
1. For if this were not the case, we could always multiply λd by a suitable gauge automorphism,
which of course would not affect the extendability of λd, since gauge automorphisms certainly
extend to Q2. Finally, we will work in the canonical representation and adopt the Dirac bra-ket
notation for rank-one operators: for any given u, v P ℓ2pZq the operator w Ñ pv,wqu is denoted
by |uyxv|. This said, we can now state a result which sheds further light on the relation between d
and dˇ by relating our setup to some findings in [15].
Theorem 4.6. Let d be a unitary in D2 such that dp0q “ dp´1q “ 1; then
1. there exists the strong limit d8 of the sequence dk
.
“ dϕpdqϕ2pdq . . . ϕk´1pdq in the canon-
ical representation;
2. λd is weakly inner in the canonical representation restricted to O2;
3. λd extends to a representation of Q2 on ℓ2pZq;
4. the automorphism λd P AutpO2q extends to an automorphism of Q2 if and only if, for a
unique α P T, the strong limit of the sequence
xk
.
“ α|e0yxe0|`dϕpdqϕ
2pdq . . . ϕk´1pdq
˜
k´1ÿ
i“0
Si2S1S
˚
1 pS
˚
2 q
i
¸
Uϕk´1pd˚q . . . ϕpd˚qd˚U˚
belongs toD2, in which case the limit coincides with dˇ and α “ dˇp0q;
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5. if λd extends to an automorphismĂλd, thenĂλd is weakly inner in the canonical representation
if (λd is inner or) dˇp0q “ 1.
Proof. To begin with, we note that for every j P Z the sequence tdkpjq : k P Nu Ă T is eventually
constant, as we certainly have dkpjq “ d|j|pjq for all k ě |j| thanks to ϕpdqpkq “ dprk{2sq, k P Z,
and dp0q “ dp´1q “ 1. In particular, this shows that tdk : k P Nu is strongly convergent to a
unitary d8 P ℓ8pZq. Actually, the operator d8 thus exhibited implements λd, i.e. dSi “ d8Sid
˚
8,
i “ 1, 2. Indeed,
d8Sid
˚
8 “ lim
k
dkSid
˚
k “ lim
k
dkϕpdkq
˚Si “ lim
k
dϕkpd˚qSi “ dSi , (6)
where we have used the equalities Six “ ϕpxqSi, for all x P O2 and i “ 1, 2 and that ϕ
kpdq
strongly converges to 1. Because Adpd8q restricts to O2 as λd, it also restricts to Q2 if only as a
representation of the latter algebra on the Hilbert space ℓ2pZq.
To ease some of the computations we need to make, it is now particularly convenient to introduce
the sequence of projections Qk
.
“ |e0yxe0| `
řk´1
i“0 S
i
2
S1S
˚
1
pS˚
2
qi, which act on ℓ2pZq. It is
then not difficult to see that now the xk’s in the statement take on the much simpler form xk “
pα ´ 1q|e0yxe0| ` QkdkUd
˚
kU
˚. Now Qk strongly converges to the identity I , as shown by
straightforward computations. Furthermore, the sequence Ud˚kU
˚ converges too, since dk does.
This shows that xk is strongly convergent to a limit δ
.
“ pα´ 1q|e0yxe0| ` d8Ud
˚
8U
˚. Note that
δ is a unitary lying in ℓ8pZq “ D
2
2, for the equality see [1, Sect. 2]. We also point out the equality
dk “ dϕpdk´1q, k P t2, 3, . . .u Y t8u, which is necessary to carry out some of the following
computations.
We can now deal with 4. We start with the if part. In view of Lemma 4.1, it is enough to show that
S˜2U˜
.
“ U˜2S˜2 and S˜1
.
“ U˜ S˜2, where U˜ “ δU P Q2 and S˜i “ dSi. As for the first equality, we
rewrite δU as
δU “ pα´ 1q|e0yxe´1| ` d8Ud
˚
8
where |e0yxe´1|pvq “ vp´1qe0 for all v P ℓ2pZq. If we now use the expression obtained above,
we can compute U˜2S˜2 as
δUδUdS2 “
´
pα´ 1q|e0yxe´1| ` d8Ud
˚
8
¯2
dS2 “ pα´ 1q|e0yxe´1| ` d8U
2d˚8dS2
while
dS2δU “ dS2
´
pα´ 1q|e0yxe´1| ` d8Ud
˚
8
¯
“ pα´ 1q|e0yxe´1| ` dS2d8Ud
˚
8 .
It remains to show that d8U
2d˚8dS2 “ dS2d8Ud
˚
8. However, these two terms are equal to
d8U
2S2d
˚
8 and d8S2Ud
˚
8, respectively, where we used equation (6). The second equality is
dealt with by means of a still easier computation:
δUdS2 “
´
pα´ 1q|e0yxe´1| ` d8Ud
˚
8
¯
dS2 “ d8Ud
˚
8dS2 “ d8S1d
˚
8 “ dS1 .
It is now clear that dˇ “ pα´ 1q|e0yxe0| ` d8Ud
˚
8U
˚ P Q2 and it follows at once that dˇp0q “ α.
For the only if part, if we think of λd as a representation of O2 on ℓ2pZq, the conclusion follows
by the uniqueness pointed out in [15, Remark 4.2] (applied to dˇU ).
Finally, the condition dˇp1q “ 1 leads to the equality dˇ “ d8Ud
˚
8U
˚, whence ĂλdpUq “ dˇU “
d8Ud
˚
8 “ Adpd8qpUq, which says
Ăλd is implemented by d8. ˝
Needless to say, if λd is inner then (it extends to Q2 and) its extension in still inner. Conversely,
if λd extends to an inner automorphism of Q2, then λd itself must be inner by the maximality of
D2 in Q2 [1, Sect. 3.1]. Note that if λd “ Adpd
1q, with d1 P UpD2q then dˇp0q “ d
1p0qd1p´1q. If
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moreover dˇp0q “ 1, then d1 is nothing but d8, which is thus inD2.
Finally, it is not difficult to realize that the above theorem could also be set in other represen-
tations. Nevertheless, we shall refrain from discussing this issue any further, not least because it
goes beyond the scope of the present work.
For the results in the next section we need to take a closer look at inner diagonal automor-
phisms, to which the rest of this section is addressed. To do that, we first prove a general lemma.
Lemma 4.7. For any d P UpD2q the sequence pS
˚
2 q
ndSn2 converge normwise to the scalar dp0q1.
Proof. Given any ε ą 0 we can pick an algebraic dk P D
k
2 such that }d ´ dk} ă
ε
2
. As
}pS˚2 q
ndSn2 ´dp0q1} ď }pS
˚
2 q
npd´dkqS
n
2 }`}pS
˚
2 q
ndkS
n
2 ´dp0q1} ď
ε
2
`}pS˚2 q
ndkS
n
2 ´dp0q1}.
So the conclusion is obtained if we can also prove that }pS˚2 q
ndkS
n
2 ´ dp0q1} may be made as
small as wished. To this aim, it is enough to write dk as a finite linear combination of projec-
tions, say dk “
ř
|α|“k dαPα, where all the coefficients dα are in T. Thought of as a contin-
uous function on the Cantor set, the unitary dk is nothing but dkpxq “
ř
|α|“k dαχαpxq, and
so there holds the inequality supxPt1,2uN |dpxq ´
ř
|α|“k dαχαpxq| ă
ε
2
. In particular, we also
have |dpt222 . . .uq ´ d22...2| “ |dp0q ´ d22...2| ă
ε
2
. But as soon as n is grater than k the
product pS˚2 q
ndkS
n
2 reduces to d22...21, and the conclusion is thus proved, being more exactly
}pS˚2 q
ndSn2 ´ dp0q1} ď ε. ˝
Remark 4.8. The same conclusion is also got to in the canonical representation. Indeed, since
pS˚
2
qndSn
2
ek “ dpk2
nqek for any k P Z, the thesis amounts to proving that limn dpk2
nq “ dp0q
for any d P D2, with the limit being uniform in k. This is again easily proved by approximating
in norm any such d with algebraic unitaries as closely as necessary, which is much the same as in
the proof above.
In our next result there appear infinite products in a C˚-algebraic framework. Since this is
a topic seldom discussed in the literature, some comments as to which sense the convergence is
understood in are necessary to dispel any possible doubt. The most refined notion one could work
with essentially dates back to von Neumann, and is the one intended with respect to the direct net
of finite subsets of N ordered by inclusion. However, we shall not need to be that demanding.
For our purposes, we may as well make do with the usual notion that an infinite product
ś
ai
converges (in norm) if the sequence pn
.
“
śn
i“1 ai does.
Proposition 4.9. Let d be a unitary in D2 such that dp´1q “ dp0q “ 1. Consider the following
claims:
1. The automorphism λd is inner.
2. The automorphism λd extends to Q2 and the infinite product
ś8
i“1pS
˚
2 q
idSi2 converges in
norm to a unitary inD2.
3. There exists a unitary d1 P D2 such that λdpS2q “ d
1S2d
1˚.
Then we have the chain of implications 1 ñ 2 ô 3. Moreover, when λd is inner the above
infinite product converges to d1˚, with d1 being the unique unitary in D2 such that d
1p0q “ 1 and
d1ϕpd1q˚ “ d as well as satisfying λdpS2q “ d
1S2d
1˚.
Proof. For the implication 1 ñ 2 we only need to prove that the infinite product converges. To
this aim, let d1 P UpD2q such that d
1p0q “ 1 and d1ϕpd1q˚ “ d. By means of a simple computation
by induction we gain the formula
śn
i“1pS
˚
2 q
idSi2 “ pS
˚
2 q
nd1Sn2 d
1˚. So the conclusion is arrived at
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by a straightforward application of the former lemma. For 2 ñ 3, we begin observing that it can
be easily seen that
śn
j“1pS
˚
2
qjdSj
2
“ pS˚
2
qndnS
n
2
. By the following computations we get˜
nź
j“1
pS˚2 q
jd˚S
j
2
¸
S2
˜
nź
j“1
pS˚2 q
jdS
j
2
¸
“
`
pS˚2 q
nd˚nS
n
2
˘
S2
`
pS˚2 q
ndnS
n
2
˘
“ pS˚2 q
nd˚nS2
“
Sn2 pS
˚
2 q
n
‰
dnS
n
2
“ pS˚2 q
nd˚nS2dnS
n
2
“ pS˚2 q
nd˚nϕpdnqS2S
n
2
“ pS˚2 q
nd˚ϕnpdqSn`1
2
“
`
pS˚2 q
nd˚Sn2
˘
dS2 .
Therefore, it follows that
lim
n
˜
nź
j“1
pS˚2 q
jd˚S
j
2
¸
S2
˜
nź
j“1
pS˚2 q
jdS
j
2
¸
“ lim
n
dpS˚2 q
nd˚Sn2 S2
“ d
´
lim
n
pS˚2 q
nd˚Sn2
¯
S2
“ dS2 .
So if we denote by d1 the limit of
śn
j“1pS
˚
2
qjd˚Sj
2
, we have the equality d1S2d
1˚ “ dS2. Finally
the implication 3ñ 2 is dealt with by similar computations as in the proof of 1ñ 2. ˝
A well-known sufficient condition for the product in point 2 to exist (even with respect to the von
Neumann notion of convergence) is that
ř8
i“1 }1´ pS
˚
2 q
idSi2} ă 8.
5 Localized extendible automorphisms
Whilst chiefly devoted to presenting our solution to the extension problem for localized automor-
phisms, this section also includes some results on general, i.e. possibly non-localized, unitaries.
In fact, findings of this sort are interesting in their own right as well as being necessary tools to
attack the case of localized automorphisms. First we prove a structural result about the diagonal
elements with the extension property.
Theorem 5.1. If d P UpD2q is an extendible unitary, then d, dˇ and U satisfy the following identity:
d “ UdU˚dˇpS1S
˚
1 ` ϕpdˇq
˚S2S
˚
2 q . (7)
Proof. The claim follows at once from Formulas (4) and (5). Indeed,
dS1 “ dˇUdU
˚S1
dS2 “ dˇϕpdˇ
˚qUdU˚S2 .
and we are done. ˝
Now a handful of corollaries can be easily derived.
Corollary 5.2. Let λd, d P UpD2q, be an extendible automorphism. Then
dˇ “ dˇp0q
8ź
i“1
pS˚2 q
id˚UdU˚Si2 .
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Proof. By formula (7) we have that
kź
i“1
pS˚2 q
idUd˚U˚Si2 “
kź
i“1
pS˚2 q
i
`
dˇpS1S
˚
1 ` ϕpdˇq
˚S2S
˚
2 q
˘
Si2
“
kź
i“1
pS˚2 q
i
`
dˇϕpdˇq˚S2S
˚
2 q
˘
Si2 “
kź
i“1
pS˚2 q
i
`
dˇϕpdˇq˚
˘
Si2
“ pS˚2 q
kpdˇϕpdˇq˚qkS
k
2 “ pS
˚
2 q
kdˇϕkpdˇq˚Sk2 “ pS
˚
2 q
kdˇSk2 dˇ
˚
which converges in norm to dˇ˚dˇp0q as k Ñ `8 by Proposition 4.9. ˝
Corollary 5.3. Let λd, d P UpD2q, be an extendible automorphism. Then the product
ś8
i“1pS
˚
2
qidSi
2
sits inD2 if and only if
ś8
i“1pS
˚
2
qiUdU˚Si
2
does.
Proof. By formula (7) we have that
kź
i“1
pS˚2 q
idSi2 “
kź
i“1
pS˚2 q
i
“
dˇUdU˚pS1S
˚
1 ` ϕpdˇq
˚S2S
˚
2 q
‰
Si2
“
kź
i“1
pS˚2 q
i
“
dˇϕpdˇq˚UdU˚S2S
˚
2 q
‰
Si2 “
kź
i“1
pS˚2 q
i
“
dˇϕpdˇq˚UdU˚
‰
Si2
“
˜
kź
i“1
pS˚2 q
idˇϕpdˇq˚Si2
¸˜
kź
i“1
pS˚2 q
iUdU˚Si2
¸
.
Since the sequence
kź
i“1
pS˚2 q
idˇϕpdˇq˚Si2
is norm-convergent as k Ñ `8 we have the claim. ˝
The result above does not depend on whichever topology the convergence of the infinite prod-
ucts in the statement is understood in.
The former corollary applies in particular to localized unitaries. But in this case only finitely
many terms occur in the infinite product that gives the corresponding dˇ. More precisely, if d P
UpDk2q then dˇ “ dˇp0q
śk´1
i“1 pS
˚
2 q
id˚UdU˚Si2 . As a result, the following corollary is proved
forthwith.
Corollary 5.4. Let k be a nonnegative integer and let d P UpDk
2
q be such that λd is extendible.
Then dˇ P UpDk´1
2
q.
This simple yet effective remark enables us to prove a preliminary result.
Proposition 5.5. Let b P UpDk
2
q be such that λb is extendible and bS2 “ S2. Then b “ 1.
Proof. We proceed by induction. The case k “ 1 follows immediately from Proposition 4.5. Now
let us suppose that b P UpDk2q with k ą 1. Notice that one must have b “ bS1S
˚
1 ` S2S
˚
2 and,
moreover, bS1 “ λbpS1q “ λbpUS2q “ bˇUS2 “ bˇS1, thus giving
b “ bˇS1S
˚
1 ` S2S
˚
2 .
By Corollary 5.4, the unitary b must actually be in UpDk´1
2
q and we are done. ˝
We are now in a position to prove the main result of the section.
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Theorem 5.6. Let d P UpDk
2
q be such that λd is extendible. Then λd is the product of a gauge
automorphism and an inner localized automorphism.
Proof. As explained, we can suppose without loss of generality that dp0q “ dp´1q “ 1. Proposi-
tion 4.9 yields a d1 in UpDk´1
2
q such that Adpd1˚q ˝ λdpS2q “ S2. The conclusion readily follows
by Proposition 5.5 applied to b “ d1˚ϕpd1qd P UpDk2q. ˝
At this point, it is worthwhile to stress that the proof of the main theorem also shows that for
localized automorphisms the three conditions in Proposition 4.9 are actually equivalent. Indeed,
whenever d is localized the infinite product in 2. does converge being a finite product, and thus the
unitary in 3. is localized too. There is yet another consequence of Proposition 5.5 that deserves to
be highlighted as a separate statement.
Corollary 5.7. The groups AutD2pQ2qloc and AutC˚pS2qpQ2q have trivial intersection.
One might wonder whether the subscript loc may be got rid of altogether in the last statement.
Remark 5.8. The above discussion implies that if dn, d P UpD2q are such that λdn and λd are
extendible to Q2 and }dn ´ d} Ñ 0 as nÑ8 then one has the continuity property
}dˇnpS1S
˚
1 ` ϕpdˇnq
˚S2S
˚
2 q ´ dˇpS1S
˚
1 ` ϕpdˇq
˚S2S
˚
2 q} Ñ 0
as n Ñ 8. If we multiply by S1S
˚
1 we see that }dˇnS1 ´ dˇS1} goes to zero as well. In order to
prove the continuity of the map d Ñ dˇ with respect to the norm topology, we should also check
limn }dˇnS2 ´ dˇS2} “ 0. As a matter of fact, all we can prove is the convergence only holds
strongly. This is indeed a consequence of a general fact applied to tdˇ˚dˇnu: for any sequence
tunu Ă UpD2q such that both limn }unS1 ´ S1} and limn }unS2u
˚
n ´ S2} are zero, one also has
limn |unp2kq ´ 1| “ 0, for every k P Z. However, the limit will in general fail to be uniform in k.
This is because we can only say |unp2kq ´ 1| is less than the sum |unp2kq ´ unpkq| ` |unpkq ´
unp
k
2
q| ` . . . ` |un
`
k
2h
˘
´ 1|, with h being
.
“ mintl : k
2l
is oddu, and so the number of terms
occurring in the sum depends upon what k is (at worst, when k “ 2l, exactly l terms are needed).
6 Localizing dˇ
There is a last property of the group homomorphism ˇ that is well worth a thorough discussion.
We have already observed that dˇ is localized whenever d is. Moreover, its kernel is obviously
made up of localized unitaries. This seems to indicate that the other way around might also hold
true, namely that an extendible d P UpD2q whose dˇ is localized itself. This is quite the situation
we are in. Far from immediate, the proof requires some preliminary work to do instead. More
precisely, we need to give a closer look at the image of our homomorphism. To do so we point
out that between the entries of d and qd with respect to the canonical basis tekukPZ in the canonical
representation on ℓ2pZq there hold some relations. More precisely, by evaluating (1) and (2) on
ek´1 and ek respectively, we get the following couple of equations
dp2k ´ 1qdˇp2kq “ dˇpkqdp2kq (8)
dˇp2k ` 1qdp2kq “ dp2k ` 1q (9)
to be satisfied by every integer k. Furthermore, the former equation can be recast in terms of the
canonical endomorphism ϕ as qd˚ϕpqdqS2S˚2 “ d˚UdU˚S2S˚2 . Here below follows a technical
result.
Lemma 6.1. There exists a unique d P ℓ8pZq such that dp0q “ 1 and dˇ “ z P T. In addition, it
is given by d “ UzϕpUzq
˚ with Uzek “ z
kek, k P Z.
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Proof. Substituting dˇpkq “ z in the former conditions, we find the equations
zdp2kq “ dp2k ` 1q
dp2kq “ dp2k ´ 1q
whose solution is uniquely determined by dp0q. To conclude, just note that UzϕpUzq
˚ satisfies the
equations thanks to ϕpdqpkq “ dprk{2sq, k P Z. ˝
Proposition 6.2. The image of ˇ intersects T on the set of all roots of unity of order 2k , k P N.
Proof. Whenever z is a root of unity of order a power 2k the corresponding Uz is inD2, as shown
in [1], and dˇ “ z with d
.
“ UzϕpUzq
˚. To conclude, we need to prove that nothing else is
contained in the intersection. To this aim, note that it is not restrictive to assume dp0q “ 1 if d
satisfies dˇ “ z. This allows us to consider d of the form UzϕpUzq
˚. There are two cases to deal
with. They can be both worked out with some ideas borrowed from [1]. In the first, z is a root of
unity, but not of order a power of 2. This is handled as follows. Since any projection P P D2 is in
the linear algebraic span of tSαS
˚
αuαPW , we have that UzϕpUzq
˚ “
ř
|α|“h cαSαS
˚
α. Without loss
of generality, we may suppose that h ě 2. By definition, UzϕpUzq
˚e0 “ e0 so that cp2,...,2q “ 1.
The equality UzϕpUzq
˚e2hl “ z
2h´1le2hl gives z
2h´1l “ 1, which is absurd as soon as l “ 1.
In the second case, z is not a root of unity. If UzϕpUzq
˚ did belong to D2, then there would exist
a positive integer k such that ››UzϕpUzq˚ ´ ÿ
|α|“k
cαSαS
˚
α
›› ă ε
with
ř
|α|“k cαSαS
˚
α being unitary as well. In particular, we would have
}zie2i ´
ÿ
|α|“k
cαSαS
˚
αe2i} ă ε
for every integer i. Taking i “ 0 we would thus get
}e0 ´
ÿ
|α|“k
cαSαS
˚
αe0} “ |1´ cp2,...,2q| ă ε ,
and, in particular, for i “ 2k´1l
}z2
k´1le2kl ´
ÿ
|α|“k
cαSαS
˚
αe2kl} “ |z
2k´1l ´ cp2,...,2q| ă ε
As z is not a root of unity, then z2
k´1
is not a root of unity either. Therefore, tpz2
k´1
qlulPZ is dense
in T, which contradicts the inequality above.
˝
Furthermore, there is a simple invariance property we would like to stress.
Lemma 6.3. The image of ˇ is invariant under AdpUkq, for any k P Z.
Proof. Set α “ AdpUkq ˝ λd ˝ AdpU
´kq. Then the equalities αpUq “ UkdˇU´kU and αpxq “ x
for any x P D2 are both easily verified. The conclusion is thus arrived at. ˝
We have finally gathered all the tools necessary to carry out our proof.
Theorem 6.4. Let d be an extendible unitary inD2, then d is localized if and only if dˇ is localized.
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Proof. Obviously, all we have to do is prove that d is algebraic if dˇ is. If dˇ is inDk
2
, then it takes the
form dˇ “
ř
2k´1
i“0 ciU
iSk2 pS
k
2 q
˚U´i, where the ci’s are all in T. By the above lemma the productś
2k´1
i“0 U
idˇU´i “
`ś
2k´1
i“0 ci
˘
1 is still in the range of the map ˇ . Now Proposition 6.2 tells us
that
ś
2k´1
i“0 ci is a root of unity of order 2
k, for some k P N.
Suppose at first that
ś
2k´1
i“0 ci “ 1. We are therefore led to verify that there exists a d˜ P D
k
2
such
that d˜U d˜˚U˚ “ dˇ. As above, we can write d˜ as
ř
2k´1
i“0 αiU
iSk
2
pSk
2
q˚U´i, which allows to recast
the equation for d˜ in terms of its coefficients αi
c0 “ α0α2k´1
c1 “ α1α0
...
c2k´1 “ α2k´1α2k´2
To begin with, it is not restrictive to suppose α0 “ 1. With this choice the solution is given
by αi “ cici´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ c1 for every i ě 1. Note that the condition
ś
2k´1
i“0 ci “ 1 guarantees the
compatibility of the system. Now we can deal with the general case, i.e.
ś
2k´1
i“0 ci “ e
2piih{2n
for some h, n P Nzt0u. If we consider dˇ1
.
“ dˇe´2piih{2
n`k
, then Proposition 6.2 implies that
dˇ1 P tdUd˚U˚ : d P Up
Ť
k D
k
2qu if and only if dˇ P tdUd
˚U˚ : d P Up
Ť
k D
k
2qu. But now we have
that
2k´1ź
i“0
U idˇ1U´i “ e´2piih{2
n
¨˝
2k´1ź
i“0
ci‚˛“ e´2piih{2ne2piih{2n “ 1
and the thesis follows from the fist part of the argument. ˝
7 An outlook for further results
A natural way to complete the analysis hitherto conducted would require to attempt a generaliza-
tion of Proposition 5.5 to extend its reach to every d P UpD2q. In this regard, it is worth stressing
that if d P UpD2q is an extendible unitary satisfying dS2 “ S2 then dˇ must satisfy
dˇ “ dˇp0q
8ź
i“1
pS˚2 q
iUdU˚Si2
along with the couple of equations"
dˇP1 “ dP1
dˇP2r1 “ pUd
˚U˚qrϕ
rpdqP2r1, for every r ě 1
as follows from Theorem 5.1 and an easy induction. Here, we used 2r for 2 ¨ ¨ ¨ 2 (r times) to ease
the notation. Surprisingly enough, even though dˇ is (over)determined by both the above formulas,
the sought extension of Proposition 5.5 has nonetheless proved to be a difficult goal to accomplish.
A class of ostensively easier problems, however, arises as soon as further assumptions are made.
One could for instance introduce the extra condition dSk
1
“ Sk
1
, for some k ě 2, as well as
dS2 “ S2. Still, the problem thus obtained is a hard game to play. Indeed, even dealing with the
easiest case, i.e. k “ 2, requires a close look at the odometer, see for instance [14], [12, p. 230,
231]. This is the map T P HomeopKq given by
pT txiuiě1qj
.
“
$&%
1 j ă k
2 j “ k
xj j ą k
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with k
.
“ inftj | xj “ 1u P N Y t`8u, and `8 is attained only on the constant sequence
t222 . . .u. As recalled in Section 2, the map T implements the restriction of AdpUq to the diago-
nal D2, that is UdU
˚pxq “ dpTxq for every x P t1, 2uN – K .
Here is the precise statement of the result alluded to above.
Proposition 7.1. The only extendible automorphism λd, d P UpD2q, such that dS2 “ S2 and
dS21 “ S
2
1 is the identity.
Proof. Under our hypotheses, Formula (2) at the beginning of Section 4 becomes dˇS1 “ dS1,
which at the spectrum level reads dp1xq “ dˇp1xq for all x P t1, 2uN . Formula (1) leads to
S˚2 dˇU dˇU
˚S2 “ dˇ, which turns into dˇp2xqdˇp1T pxqq “ dˇpxq thanks to the equality pS
˚
2 dS2qpxq “
dp2xq. Now the condition dS21 “ S
2
1 gives dˇp11xq “ dp11xq “ 1 for all x. Picking x “ 2i1y we
get that dˇp2i`11yqdˇp1i`12yq “ dˇp2i1yq for all i ě 1, and thus dˇp2i`11yq “ dˇp2i1yq “ dˇp21yq.
This says that the sequence tdˇp2i`11yqu is constant. Therefore, each term of it equals its limit, i.e.
dˇp22 . . .q. Now dˇp22 . . .q “ dˇp0q (in the canonical representation), hence dˇp2i1yq “ dˇp0q
.
“ α for
every y P t1, 2uN. In particular, we find that dˇp2yq “ α for all y. Under our hypothesis (and by
the previous computations) we know that in the canonical representation dp2k ` 1q “ dˇp2k ` 1q,
dp2kq “ 1, and dˇp2kq “ α for all k P Z. Thus if we plug k “ 1 in (8) we get
dp1qα “ dp1qdˇp2q “ dˇp1qdp2q “ dp1qdp2q “ dp1q
which shows that α “ 1. The conclusion is now achieved by a straightforward application of
Proposition 4.2. ˝
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